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Abstract: Ensuring information and economic security is among the major challenges of the digital economy. 
Although the problem is interdisciplinary and multifaceted in nature – being focused on two separate spheres, 
economy and information – both types of security it seeks to ensure are very much interrelated albeit their 
simultaneous increase may prove to be tricky to bring about. It is known that the availability of information 
stimulates economic growth while on the other hand can result in unwanted data leakage and economic losses. 
Restricting access to information through ill-conceived measures to increase its security we slow down economic 
growth while relaxing them we increase the likelihood of economic risks and losses. Consequentlyonly a balanced 
combination of economic security with cybersecurity can ensure the sustainable economic development of society in 
the digital environment. Any solution of the problem would use new technologies of artificial intelligence and 
machine learning. Ensuing R & D should render mathematical methods and algorithms for assessing and predicting 
information and economic security, taking into account their inherent interplay and conflicting agendas. 
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1. Introduction 

The world economic system has entered the 4th 
stage of its development. The characteristic feature of 
the latter is the rapid growth of its digital component 
[1]. According to the World Bankthe total value of 
electronic goods and services in 2017 exceeded 4.1 
trillion. USD (5.5% of global GDP), and by 2035, 
according to some analysts, this value will at least 
quadruple [11]. Changes that go with the formation of 
the “digital economy” should nothoweverbe reduced 
to just quantitative indicators. “Digital revolution” is 
breaking down the very foundations of the customary 
socio-economic paradigmby radically transforming at 
one fell swoopproduction sphere, social relations, 
business practicesand finally the system of 
government. The explosive development of advanced 
information and communication technologies: 
quantum, DNA and other molecular processors, tools 
for analyzing ultra-large data arrays, elements and 
precursors of artificial intelligence and fully 
automated control systems based on it— all 
thesedevelopments openup dazzling prospects for 
economic growth at the same time very much leveling 
ground for development of individual statesthrough 
diluting imbalances accumulated since the inception of 
the Industrial era. Accordinglypositive expectations 
that the very concept of digital economy tend to 
foment more and more often serve as a basis for the 

development strategies not only of individual 
countries — often without any connection with the 
real possibilities of their economic capabilities — but 
entire regional blocs, as well as supranational power 
structures. By the same tokenthe fact that tectonic 
shifts in the order of things brought about by 
developments like “digital revolution” tend to 
engender risks proportioned to scale isblurred over in 
every way possible – mostly by reducing implied 
problematics to trivia. 

 
2. Patients and Methods 

Russia in this regardonly follows suit. In the state 
program “Digital Economy of the Russian 
Federation”enacted by the Russian government on 
July 28, 2017 [2], the digital economy is viewed as a 
set of purely technological solutions aimed at 
increasing competitiveness of the national economic 
complex —more of its’ external upgrade. Accordingly 
of all the threats to national security relevant to the 
subject of total digitalization the authors of the 
program pay attention only to theft or loss of personal 
data of citizensas well as failures in cloud-storage of 
large data arrays. 

All the aforementioned bears witness to very 
serious gaps in the theoretical understanding of the 
phenomenon of the digital economy as a wholeand 
especially those subtlenot always linear 
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interdependences of threats and advantages that the 
digitization of the world economy generates. 

In order to grasp the internal logic of the digital 
environment one first need to take notice of the fact 
the latter phenomenon is but an element – most 
prominent to be sure – of much broader one – the so 
called information society. The typifying feature of the 
latter is that information [14] – and knowledge as its 
most sublimemanifestation–becomesthe major source 
of economic value [6]. A characteristic property of 
knowledge as a commodityis thatin contrast to 
material goodsit is infinitely divisible. In other 
wordsthe possessor of knowledge while passing it on 
to anotherdoes not lose this knowledge himself. 
Thuseconomic circulation of informationboils down 
ultimately to securing the monopoly right to extract 
commercial profit from one or another intangible 
asset. This circumstancein turnaffects most 
significantly the understanding of the role of the 
digital economy plays in the system of ensuring 
national and economic security—depending on 
whether business complex of the nation in question is 
highly saturated with intellectual capital or rather in 
itself is more a source of intellectual rent than its 
recipient. In the first instance the emphasis is naturally 
on regulating cyberspace and developing tools that 
restrict one way or another the free flow of 
information while in the secondpriority is given to 
maintaining a certain degree of freedom in the digital 
economy —as a means of correcting imbalances in the 
global distribution intellectual capital. Theoretically 
speaking the second approachbased on deregulation of 
the information sphere and revisionof intellectual 
property as aninstitution (e. g. along the lines of 
servitude in the law of real property) is more in 
keeping with the national interests of Russia. In reality 
howeverdue to the combination of both market and 
non-market incentives it has no option but to follow 
the “mainstream” policy – the one based exclusively 
on the agenda of the major beneficiaries in rental 
opportunitiesof the digital economy – gradually 
limiting both cross-border and internal circulation of 
electronic information. 

An appearance of rationality to such a practice is 
habituallyrendered by the following considerations 
[13]: that tightening control over the digital 
environment provides: 

1) Higher security of confidential information 
and better privacy for citizens. 

2) Swifterresponse on the part of law 
enforcement. 

3) Higher level of national security in general. 
4) Higher rate of economic growth and better 

competitiveness of the national economy complex. 
5) Equal opportunities for all participants in the 

economic turnover. 

On a closer look however all these 
argumentsprove to be extremely controversial and 
largely conflicting. For example an increase in 
“transparency” of data flows for the law enforcement 
hardly agrees with prioritizingpersonal data protection. 
Saying this we don’t appeal to some abstract starry-
eyed considerations—not even to the sad reality that 
law enforcement agencies are often leak large amounts 
of personal data themselves. The fact is thatincrease in 
investigative activities by means of global network — 
ormore to the point public awareness of these 
activities —stimulates greatly mass demand for 
anonymizing technology and solutions. Thisin 
turnfeeds cyber-activism –both financially and socially 
– that isthe very “hacker” environment from which 
confidential information is supposed to be protected. 

As for the positive effect that Internet over-
regulation supposedlyelicits on the state of national 
securityits very existence remains highly debatable. 
Measures required for the long-term storage of 
Internet contentas well as forensuring control over 
traffic exchange pointscreate an excessive financial 
burden on Internet providers andultimatelyon 
subscribers. Thisin turnreduces the effective demand 
for digital goods and services. Thus recession is 
introduced into the very sector of the economy that is 
most capable of damping dissipative moods in society 
— by providing jobs and livelihood to their main 
carriers, the so-called precariat, especially its “white-
collar-aspiring” segment. 

On the other hand all the experience build up so 
farby firms specializing in cybersecurityunanimously 
points to the fact that the most sophisticated tools for 
filtering Internet traffic are able to provide protection 
only against relatively stereotyped threats while 
remaining ultimatelypowerless when confronted 
withcrowd-sourcing effect of global "hacker" 
community. Excessive confidence in purely 
technological solutions in the field of control over the 
digital environment on the part of law enforcement 
agencies seems doubly flawed. The fact is that the 
hardware and software base of such activities is 
extremely expensiveand due to considerations of a 
purely budgetary nature cannot be quickly and 
radically updated. Meanwhilethe period of 
technological changeability in the field of IT 
technologies — the products of which, in fact, 
constitute the subject of state monitoring of 
cyberspace — currently do not exceed one year (on 
average, 7–8 months). In other wordseven the state-of-
the-art filtration monitoring equipment would 
inevitably become somewhat outdated while still 
being installed and mastered by its operatorswith the 
number of vulnerabilities and dead zones growing 
exponentially ever since. The level of threats "visible" 
to this kind of technology would constantly 
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decreasewhile imbuing its operating law enforcement 
officers with false sense of complete control over the 
situation. Yet at the same time harmful activities in the 
network could be carried out atthe catastrophic pace. 
The latter scenario is especially likely to unfold if the 
monitoring soft- and hardware isat least in partbuilt on 
an imported element base. Perils of overdependence 
on foreign-built equipment aremore than eloquently 
demonstrated by the events of the so-called “Arab 
Spring”. Tunisia, Egypt and Libya were by the time 
known for the very tight control of their respective 
Internet segments. Yet when the civil unrest emerged 
equipment to control data flow in all three countries 
suddenly failed — although hadn’t ever before given 
any reason to question its reliability. 

Howevereven in a purely hypothetical situation 
of establishing effective control over the national 
digital environmentone can hardly expect positive 
consequences for national security. Criminal elements 
would sooner or later realize the risks of operating in 
the “intranet mode” and take their operations 
completely off-line — which in turn would lead to a 
multiple increase in costs of detective and 
investigative activitiesalong with a sharp decrease in 
their effectiveness. On the other handthe digital 
economy would lose powerful stimulus for growth 
generated by massive demand for means of ensuring 
the confidentiality of information. Moreoverthe 
experience of the largest actors of the digital economy 
shows: the popularity (attendance) of network 
platforms is growing in inverse proportion to their 
degree of regulation. 

All of the abovementioned makes one doubt the 
validity of the argument that a high degree of control 
over the digital environment can somehow contribute 
to economic growth and increase the competitiveness 
of the national economy complex. Due to the 
intangible nature of goods and services generated by 
digital economy it can only be innovative. 
Strengthening control over digital environment would 
mean full enforcement of intellectual propertyright 
interpreted very much along the lines of jus in re 
propria. This will inevitably create a powerful 
inhibitor for any meaningful innovative activitiesin the 
catching-up economies thus rendering futile whatever 
hope they may harbor to achieve competitiveness in 
the digital sphere. 

As for ensuring level ground for all participants 
in economic turnover (by means of tighter control over 
cyberspace) this taskcontroversial in itselfcan hardly 
be considered a priority for countries like Russia. It is 
controversial because the alleged “equality” reduces to 
the uniformity of the nominal rights of economic 
entitiesbut often ignores the incomparable 
opportunities to exercise and protect these rights – i. e. 
the difference in available financial resources and 

other assets. From the point of view of Russian 
interestssuch problems should be considered 
secondary because “equality of opportunities” in the 
market of digital goods and services will in practice 
ensure and perpetuate the dominant position of the 
largest foreign players – instead of a break so much 
needed by the domestic digital economy. 

Until recentlya kind of panacea against all the 
threats and challenges described above was sought 
inproliferation of the so-called replicated distributed 
database technology (RDD, blockchain). The latter 
was expected to provide aform of electronic 
transactions with an extremely high degree of 
securitywhile virtually no interference on the part of 
state. As of now howeverthe experienceacquired so far 
in using the said technologyas cryptocurrency has 
revealed the following critical vulnerabilities: 

1) blockchain does not guarantee information 
from being stolen or fraudulentlyappropriated [5]. 

2) itdoes not allow to accurately determine the 
subject of unauthorized access to protected 
information [3]. 

3) products based on blockchain technology can 
be forged [10]. 

All of this casts serious doubt on the validity of 
the purportedblockchain technology characteristics. In 
particular it makes one wonder whether the blocks 
arranged in a single chain really contain complete 
information about all operations ever performed on 
them? 

The reputation of the RDD has been significantly 
undermined by the now-familiar “anomalies” in the 
activities of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges 
(DCE). It is known that the majority of altcoins, that in 
the aggregate provide 31% of trading volume in 1600 
DCE’s, have virtually no liquidity [12]. Moreover, 
according to a study conducted in 2018 by the 
Blockchain Transparency Institute (BTI) the 
majorcryptocurrency trading platforms systematically 
overestimate their own trading volumes — as much as 
hundreds and thousands of times — in order to attract 
new customers. By the same token their average daily 
values are exaggerated by an average of two-thirdsor 6 
billion USD. The Upbit platform, one of the ten largest 
DCE’s, overestimates its own daily turnover by factor 
of 11. The smaller sites — yet still ranked in the top-
100 — act more boldly: Bibox “improves” its daily 
trading volumes by factor 85, Bit-Z —469 times, ZB 
— 391 times, LBank— 4,400 times, BCEX — 22,000 
(!) times. Keeping all this in mind one can’t help but 
wonder whetherblockchainis truly the best way to 
ensure security of the digital economy? Or is it more 
of a threat to the latter [7]. 

All of the above-mentioned vulnerabilities 
associated with the digital economy are essentially 
marginal in nature—in the sense that they can be 
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easily overcome by a relatively minor policy 
adjustment and the use of proven technological 
solutions. The key threat to economic security is 
rooted in the very nature of the phenomenon in 
question. The elemental base of the digital economy 
pertains to the “core” of the 5 technological paradigm 
which is currently emerging from the phase of rapid 
growth, entering state of “maturity” [4]. The latter is 
characterized by a sharp decline in return on 
investment in the dominant production sectors andas a 
resultby the flight of capital from the real sector of the 
economy into circulation. All this creates ideal 
conditions for the formation of "financial bubbles", 
and a number of specific characteristics of the digital 
economy contribute to the conservation and even 
institutionalization of the situation. So we have to refer 
to the already mentioned obligatorily-innovative 
nature of the digital economy and all it entails. 

In the maturity phase of the technological 
paradigm the principle of “creative destruction” which 
motivates any innovative development is subject to a 
sort of inversion (so-called “disruptive destruction”) 
[9]: basic and radical innovations lose commercial 
viability, while improving innovations become more 
and more marginal in nature until they become purely 
fictitious, "imputed." Under normal conditionsthis 
process is unlikely to last for long. As soon as the next 
stock market crash established true value of 
accumulated toxic assets cash flow would have no 
choice but to channel into new technological 
paradigmproduction. The digital economyhowever is 
uniquelycapable to proliferate almost indefinitely its 
potentially toxic assets. First of all duetoalmost total 
digitization of stock exchange and the financial sector 

in general the very process of reorganizingbattered 
financial market creates a powerful incentive for 
inflating new financial bubbles –a development well-
illustrated by the very emergence of blockchain-based 
cryptocurrency market. Secondly one should keep in 
mind the suggestive power of“virtual reality” effect. 
Available audio-visualsolutions are sufficient to 
visualize literally any kind of technology creating an 
image of it more graphic and “realistic” in the eyes of 
a layman than life itself so to say. This in turn can 
make look solid and viable almost any R & D or 
venture project – no matter how outlandish in essence 
–thus conjuring an illusion of dizzying prospects for 
the development without any meaningful changes in 
technological base. The synergy of these two 
circumstances can provides the digital economy with 
the appearance of positive dynamics all but 
indefinitely. As a result financial capital is in no hurry 
to leave the speculative sector thus significantly 
curbing investment opportunities for the development 
of core technologies of the new technological 
paradigmwhile creating an ideal environment for the 
“economy of financial bubbles” to take on a self-
perpetuating character. 

 
3. Results 

The effect of the “phantom growth” generated by 
digital sector escaped macroeconomic statistics until 
the group of researchers from MIT led by Eric 
Brynjolfssonmanaged to quantify the influence of 
consumer rent from digital goods and services 
distributed free of charge on GDP growth [8]. Their 
calculations were based on the following formula: 

 
GDPΔ = IFQ+(γp0

0* − p0
1)q0

1/[γp0⋅q0(1+IFP)]+[2γw0⋅(z1 − z0)+(w1 − γw0)⋅(z1 − z0)+2γw0
1z0

1]/[γp0⋅q0(1+IFP)] 
+(γw0

0* − w0
1)z0

1/[γp0⋅q0(1+ IFP)],          (1) 
 
где:  
GDPΔ – GDP growth 
IFP – Fisher index for GDP deflator 
IFQ– Fisher index for GDP 
γ = 1 + приростиндексапотребительскихцен 
p – price of goods / services 
q – quantity of goods / services 
w – price vector marginal estimate 
z – consumer rent 
superscriptdenotesperiod (0 – beginning, 1 – end) 
0 in the subscriptdenotes new goods / services 
 
When applied to the key actors of the digital 

economy the formula showedthat consumer rent alone 
from the free services of the Facebook network 
“increased” the US GDP growth in 2017 from 2.06% 
to 2.17% (i.e. by 5.3%), and along with eight others 
the largest commercial digital platforms (Alibaba, 

Airbnb, Instagram, Linked In, Skype, Snapchat, 
Twitter, Uber) — up to 2.54% (or almost a quarter). 
All this allows to makean approximate assessment of 
the speculative potential of the digital sector of the 
economy. 

As for the formula developed by E. 
Brynjolfssonand his colleaguesit would be expedient 
to use it to determine the critical relationships between 
real and speculative macroeconomic dynamics — first 
of allwhen the latter begins to act as an inhibitor for 
the first. The obtained values can be further used in 
special automatic devices for monitoring electronic 
exchange trading that can limit operations with assets 
that are obviously of a “toxic” natureand perhaps those 
showing excessively positive dynamics indicative of a 
new financial bubble being inflated. 
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4. Discussion 
All of the abovementioned allows us to state with 

a fair degree of confidence that the priorities for 
developing and strengthening security of the digital 
economy are not universalvarying significantly from 
country to country and depending on the state and 
level of development of the national economy 
complex, degree of its saturation with intellectual 
capital, place in the global distribution of intellectual 
rent etc. In case of Russia as a catching-up economy 
an agenda promoted in the sphere of digital security by 
USA and other and technologically-advanced 
countries is obviously not in keeping with its national 
interest – moreover the agenda directly contradicts the 
latter. Enhancing security of the digital economy by 
tightening state control over the data flowwould 
ultimately prove detrimentalto the interests of the 
national economy complex as a whole. The 
development and improvement of the competitiveness 
of the digital economy should be carried out primarily 
by means ofcrowdsourcing efforts of the mass Internet 
audience making competent use of a synergy of its 
combined creative potential and consumer instincts. 
Excessive relying on purely technological tools of 
controlling the digital environment — especially in 
technologically underdeveloped countries —will 
prove in the long term more of a threatto national 
security than whatever it is intended to combat. All of 
this fully applies to the blockchain technology which 
in its present form requires substantial revision and 
lengthycaptious testing. Yet even in the unlikely 
eventuality of all abovementioned conditions to be 
metstate participation in providing security and 
competitiveness of the digital sector should primarily 
focus on making sure that its development does not 
divert excessive investment resourcesslowing down 
thereby the development of other sectors of the S & T 
complex — especially those components of the latter 
that form the core of the newtechnological paradigm. 

The aforementioned reflects majorobjectives and 
challengesof ensuring digital security as well as 
appropriate solutionsat the macroeconomic level. At 
the microeconomic levelthe situation is somewhat 
different. Down there actorshave no choice but to 
solve their problems of ensuring information and 
economic security no matter what’s the situation high 
above. Which in turn begs an analysis of economic 
threats including forecast of their consequences, 
development of measures to counter them and general 
answers to what is to be done in conditions of 
considerablemarket volatility, high rate of change in 
its state, technical and scientific progress. To make an 
adequate decisionit is necessary to take into account a 
large number of external and internal factors, to 
process large amounts of information and to 
employinnovative, sometimes heuristic decision-

making algorithms. Unfortunately an expert and even 
a group of experts cannot cope with these tasks, so it is 
necessary to involve the technologies of artificial 
intelligence, machine learning and data-mining. All 
this boils down to the task of developing and selecting 
the appropriate data-processing and analytical tools 
and systems. It should be noted that systems of this 
type should solve the problems of information security 
in terms of countering false information or its partial 
distortionwhich cybersecuritysystems cannot solve. 

The most important component of information 
security is the cybersecurity. It would seem that the 
market of information technologies offers a large 
enough number of various protective solutions: 
antivirus apps, firewalls, etc. Howeverin many 
casesthey themselves are sources of cyber-threat due 
to “bookmarks”, “black moves” and other hacking 
methods. To make things worse due to the high rates 
of development of microelectronics and information 
technologyany of these solutionsin particular is soon 
rendered if not completely obsolete then definitely not 
up for the task. In this regardthe problem of ensuring 
cybersecurity boils down to the following objectives: 
the development of technological tools of protection, a 
comparative assessment of their effectiveness, 
intellectual monitoring of the digital information space 
with the focus on analysis of cyber-attacks, their types 
and likelihood. 
 
Conclusions: 

1. At the macroeconomic level solutions intended 
to ensure informational and economic security don’t 
necessarily complement each other and the so their 
harmonization requiresfurtherresearch in both social 
and economic sphere. 

2. The objectives of ensuring economic and 
information security at the state level are deeply 
interconnected and can be solved by establishing 
macroeconomic balance through political, legislative 
and macroeconomic means. 

3. To ensure information and economic security 
at the microeconomic level it is necessary to apply 
information and analytical systems based on machine 
learning technologies and data-mining. 

4. Continuous monitoring of the digital 
information space for the study and prediction of 
cyber-attacks is a necessary condition for creating an 
effective information security system. 
 

Work done by grant Russian Foundation for 
Basic Research 18-29-03056 «Evaluation of 
information and economic security by methods of 
machine learning in the information space of the 
digital economy».  
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